Ecological and agricultural significance of bacterial polyhydroxyalkanoates.
Polyhydroxyalkanoates (PHAs) are a group of carbon andenergy storage compounds that are accumulated during suboptimal growth by many bacteria, and intracellularly deposited in the form of inclusion bodies. Accumulation of PHAs is thought to be used by bacteria to increase survival and stress tolerance in changing environments, and in competitive settings where carbon and energy sources may be limited, such as those encountered in the soil and the rhizosphere. Understanding the role that PHAs play as internal storage polymers is of fundamental importance in microbial ecology, and holds great potential for the improvement of bacterial inoculants for plants and soils. This review summarizes the current knowledge on the ecological function of PHAs, and their strategic role as survival factors in microorganisms under varying environmental stress is emphasized. It also explores the phylogeny of the PHA cycle enzymes, PHA synthase, and PHA depolymerase, suggesting that PHA accumulation was earlier acquired and maintained during evolution, thus contributing to microbial survival in the environment.